
more up the mountains to finish off the work there before traveling alone through

with my installation and visiting trento with my in-laws and also walking a bit 

05139:  "a  month  working  very  extensively  now  having  been  told  not  to  continue 

having however troubles to record my heart-beats via my phone"

to bike with the wind but nonetheless reaching an ice-cream farm in the country 

on the side and experiencing pain on my left knee as well as finding it quite hard 

06172: "biking with little livia in the attached chart and highly pregnant myrthe 

only at the end of the month"

and rain to arrive in the netherlands however with days of great heat coming less 

heat at last traveling north through germany and experiencing much cooler weather 

16139:  "weather  experienced  at  first  in  italy  with  some  storms  and  quite  some 

objects being used"

after livia working hard on my project in the spare time resulting also in less 

germany using far less objects as well as back in the netherlands mostly looking 

the   hunters   there   and   even   leaving   italy   much   earlier   and   traveling   through 

01188: "working far less at my installation in the mountains after being sued by 

songs while driving both from the playlists i made and the radio"

from old gianna and during our visit to my aunts in bassano and hearing also many 

03125: "in the mountains now singing songs to little livia but also hearing them 

in syria and also reading about several casualties occurring all over africa"

syria not mentioned in ohter channels especially about the last rebel stronghold 

under the main tv news channels finding often important casualties especially in 

depth  research  beyond  all  the  political  gossips  and  also  reading  the  headlines 

12174: "back in the netherlands reading the news very regularly and conducting in 

livia"

coming  back  to  culemborg  and  resuming  my  exploratory  walks  there  with  little 

and  filming  meersen  and  maastricht  on  our  visit  to  myrthe's  brother  ivo  before 

as briefly visiting a landart installation in belgium nearby a beautiful monastery 

of culemborg and surrounding but also visiting utrecth walking across it as well 

public places always with livia on my side exploring back and forth our small city 

13188:  "taking   advantage   of   the   nice   weather   in   the   netherlands   and   filming 

going to italy and observing clouds while with my friend francesco"

in  sweden  picking  august  at  school  and  walking  with  him  during  halloween  later 

17104: "observing clouds in the fall driving through denmark by car and then back 

panel only doing the entire cutting later with my new paper cutter"

colours  flow  upward  and  also  now  not  cutting  the  painting  but  using  the  entire 

blue  flow  across  the  painting  but  only  hindering  to  it  making  all  the  other 

07171: "painting executed during livia's naps and now not so much pursuing the 



also quite some wind and bad weather"

cities at last reaching the netherlads finding few days of stable weather but then 

leaving for germany and also there recording quite some wind walking through many 

18135:  "experiencing   quite   some   days   of   strong   wind   in   the   mountains   before 

slowly curving the diagonal tendency"

painting  to  the  previous  one  pretty  much  maintaining  all  the  colour  and  shapes 

and   cutting   the   painting   to   be   archived   and   again   doing   a   quite   symmetrical 

07174:  "now  getting  more  systematic  about  painting  and  in  particular  preparing 

religious motivated attacks"

sort causes such as a devastating hurricane in the bahamas but also still several 

casualties  and  pretty  much  finding  them  quite  spread  around  the  world  with  all 

12175:   "in   the   netherlands   reading   regularly   the   headlines   searching   for 

having to stay home due to bad weather"

utrecht  and  also  driving  back  from  utrecht  getting  stuck  in  traffic  but  lastly 

breathing  quite  some  good  air  in  culemborg  yet  not  when  biking  especially  to 

outside  cities  to  visit  them  with  a  lot  of  traffic  and  then  back  in  holland 

15124:   "breathing   quite   some   bad   air   traveling   through   germany   and   parking 

davide's shoes in muddy street"

way to madurai and again a merchant and lastly a very poor man who fixed my friend 

the very north of india but also a merchant from tibet and later a pilgrim on my 

10133: "people met while in the coastal city of varkala getting to know folk from 

me to accept again the life of an expat"

prolific situation with the hunters in italy blocking my installation thus forcing 

still making sounds yet feeling an urge to reflect out loud about my complex yet 

09107: "recording my thoughts walking around culemborg with livia in the stroller 

surface"

blue flow almost as if it continued on top of the painting also recovering the red 

producing yet another paint almost mirroring the previous one and creating a side 

07172: "fully in charge of livia finding not so much time to paint but at last 

rhenen and other small towns by doorn during a long bike ride there"

taking advantage of the nice weather and crossing utrecht as well as walking in 

back to the netherlands and resuming there my walks with livia both in culemborg 

but nicer werzne and the fully reconstructed and modern dortmund before traveling 

germany and walking extensively through munich and later walzburg and the smaller 


